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Introduction
Over the past few years, many companies and researchers have announced hardware implementations of neural networks [l, 2, 3,4]. The integrated circuits (ICs) cited are representative of much current neural network implementation research. They are direct implementations of classical neural network structuresa large number of simple computin nodes connected by a dense number of weighted linksj4, 5, 6] . The node function is typically a variation on sum-of-products [7] . Early learning models and implementations support only static topologies in the sense that learning does not involve changes in the network topology. More recent models support dynamic topologies in learning, and therefore implementations should also support this. The style of implementation presented here accomplishes this goal.
The implementation described is based on the connectionist architecture Adaptive Self-organizing Concurrent System (ASOCS) [8, 9 , 10, 111. The primary goal of an ASOCS is similar to the goals of many decision-making connectionist systems-the system attempts to learn an arbitrary set of input-to-output vector mappings. However, an ASOCS differs from many other connectionist systems in the manner that this task is accomplished. ASOCS is essentially a ruleGeorge L. Rudolph 
Implementation
The IC described in this section was fabricated in 2pm digital CMOS. It was designed using a VLSI layout editor and simulated using an event-driven switchlevel simulator. The circuit was constructed using simple cells (NAND gates, NOR gates, inverters, etc.) from standard cell libraries and no special purpose cells were required.
Each IC contains the functional hardware for one node of a PASOCS. The nodes of the PASOCS are connected together in a binary tree structure (the logic network), and the root node is connected to a general purpose logic analyzer that acts as a control unit. The node can be described as a combinational logic block with internal latches for information storage. Information presented to the PASOCS is broadcast from the control unit (CU) to the logic network (LN), and information from the LN that must be sent to the CU flows up from the bottom of the tree (the information is gathered.) Table 1 : The match function for one variable. The abbreviations are as follows: d , the value of the environment variable; SId, the data bit of the SI; SIC, the careldon't care bit of the SI.
Single-Variable Match Fuumtion
The general operation of the PASOCS is asynchronous, that is, a global clock is not used to drive the system into sequential states. Rather, the clock is replaced by a global mode (sub-mode) signal that places the entire network into a particular mode of operation. Thus, the mode signal is an asynchronous signal that drives the system. Once the CU generates this mode signal, it broadcasts information to the LN, the nodes operate on the new information, and the results of these operations are gathered and eventually reach the CU. After the CU has waited a sufficient amount of time for information to be gathered, the CU generates the next mode signal.
The operation of the system is divided illto three general modes: initalization, execution, and learning. In addition, the learning mode is divided into six submodes. The functions of the modes and sub-modes are summarized in this section.
Execution mode
The execution mode (ex) is the default mode of the system. If the system is not involved in learning, then it constantly updates its output in response to changes in the environment state. The output of the system consists of the right-hand side (RHS) of the winning node's stored instance (SI) and its corresponding priority. (The winning node is the node with the highest priority whose SI matches the environment state.) If the environment does not match the SI of any node, then a priority of zero is received by the CU.
Each variable of the SI (and the new instance in the learning sub-modes) consists of two bits: a "data" bit and a "care/don't care" bit. The data bit is the actual value of the variable. However, if the value of the careldon't care bit is zero, then the variable is a "don't care". The match output of every node during ex for a single variable is summarized in Table 1 .
This prototype has an instance size of four input variables and one output variable. Therefore, the fourvariable match function is accomplished by using four single-variable match functions as shown at the top of Comparison Function only if a match occurs and the node is not free-that is, if the node contains a SI.
Otherwise, the priority is masked to the value of zero. The Priority Comparison Function compares the priority of the node with the priorities of its children, and the winning (or highest) priority and corresponding RHS is sent to its parent. This process is continued for each node until the CU receives the RHS and priority of the LN's winning node.
Learning sub-mode 1
In learning sub-mode 1 ( U ) , the relationship of the SI to the new instance (the instance to be learned) must be determined. The relationship is determined with a three-level logic structure (shown at the top of Figure 2 ) that operates only on single variables of the new instance (NI) and SI. Figure 3 is a sequential state-flow diagram that clarifies the process of determining the relationship between the LHSs of two instances using single-variable comparisons. From the
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Equal Superset Discr. "Start" state, the four possible single-variable comparisons determine the path to the next state. For example, if the first-order relationship is "SB" (subset), then the path from "Start" to "SB" is followed. All successive comparisons determine the path to the next state. For example, if the next comparison results in "D" (discriminated), then the path to "D" is followed. Every successive comparison will remain at "D" .
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The relationship between the SI and NI determines whether the action signals MSK, IG, ADD-I, and selfdelete (shown in Figure 2 ) for each node are asserted, as shown in Table 2 . Once the values of these signals are determined, each node compares its action and priority with that of its children, resulting in a winning action and corresponding priority for the entire system. The next mode or sub-mode of operation depends on the winning action reported to the CU in 11. That is, if the action IG is reported, then none of the following learning sub-modes are performed. If the reported action is ADD-I, or if a priority of zero is received by the CU ( M S K ) , then the remaining learning submodes are performed. 
Learning sub-modes 2-6
The function of the remaining sub-modes is to keep the system minimal and consistent. This is done by allocating a new node that contains the NI and corresponding priority and by deleting redundant or contradicting information from the system. After this is done, the CU proceeds to the default mode ( e x ) or to 11 if additional learning is desired.
The block diagram of learning sub-modes 2-6 is shown in Figure 4 . In learning sub-mode 2 ( l Z ) , the free latch is toggled to a high value if the self-delete signal was asserted in 11, effectively deleting the node from the system. In learning sub-mode 3 (U), the NI is stored in the latches of every free node in the system. In 14, each node sends its routing information to its parent. At the end of this sub-mode, every route latch in the system contains information that determines a unique path from the root node down through the tree. This unique path is guaranteed to contain at least one free node that now has the NI and its priority'stored in its latches. From the information contained in the newly acquired routing information and the present state of the free latch, the next state of the free latch of each node is determined in learning sub-mode 5 ( l 5 ) . This state is temporarily stored in the set free latch until its value is needed in learning sub-mode 6 (16). Finally, in 16, the set free latch's value is used to update the free latch's value. In other words, a single free latch's value is set to a low logic level, effectively adding it to the tree.
System design, testing, and ongoing research
Three of the ICs described in Section 2 have been interconnected on a multi-chip module interconnection substrate (see Figure 5 ) in a three-node feasibility study, and this small PASOCS has been tested. To test the system, various combinations of instances were presented, and the system's outputs were observed. The execution mode of the PASOCS operates as predicted by the software simulation, but two functions of the learning sub-modes (associated with overall network minimization and rule relationships) do not operate as predicted. These problems can cause the system to store invalid information and therefore return incorrect information in the execution mode. It should be noted that these are problems with the specific implementation of the ICs and not with the functionality of the PASOCS model or with the original conceptual design of the ICs, described in more detail in [13] . Despite these problems, most of the functions of the three-node PASOCS are functioning according to original design specifications. A detailed report of the test results can be found in [13] .
In addition to the research reported here, ASOCS models other than PASOCS are also being investigated. These and other more classical neural network models can benefit from the results presented in this paper. Current research seeks to extend the general ideas presented here to other models.
Other related research seeks high-density interconnect technologies that can be exploited to create larger neural network systems [13, 141 . MCM interconnection and packaging techniques offer a promising solution to the high interconnect and processing element densities required for such hardware implementations. The MCM for this prototype was fabricated in the Integrated Microelectronics Laboratory at Brigham Young University. Other models that can benefit from MCM characteristics are also being investigated.
Conclusion
This paper described a VLSI implementation of a connectionist system that was built using an MCM interconnection substrate. The IC differs significantly from many other commercially available ICs and research projects dealing with connectionist architectures. Many of these are modeled after the classical "weighted connection" neural systems. However, this IC is modeled after PASOCS different approach to implementation. Adaptive Self-organizing Concurrent
